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Dialogue 

Vocabulary

regarding

match

standard requirements

cheaper supplier

project

sacrificing the quality

revised proposal

replacement

reliable

contractor

について

一致

標準的な要件

安価な供給者

計画、プロジェクト

品質を犠牲にする

改訂された提案

交換、代替

信頼性のある

請負業者

Mike:  Hello good morning! This is Mike Brown of Real Steel Corp.  , I'd 

　　　 like to speak with Mr. Scott please?

Mr. Scott:  Hello good morning, Mike. This is Mr. Scott. I didn't expect 

               your call this early.

Mike:  Yes, I actually called to give you an update regarding your 

          business proposal. 

Mr. Scott:  Sure, send it to me via e-mail and I'll look at the changes 

                closely to match your standard requirements.

Mike: We have studied it carefully and I want to inform you about some 

         revisions.  Your proposal is a little way out of our budget maybe 

         we can find a cheaper supplier without sacrificing the quality.  

         Can you find another supplier for our project?

Mr. Scott:  I think I can deal with that, I'll submit the revised proposal after 

finding a replacement supplier to match your company's budget.

Mike: Thank you Mr. Scott.  You're really one of most reliable contractor for 

this project.
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Questions

1. Have you ever met someone and you couldn't remember 　

　　his/her name? What did you do?

2. What kind of interesting facts can you tell about yourself?

Expressions

1. I think introductions are in order.

　I'd like you to meet my colleagues.

　Please say hello to my colleagues.

　Let me introduce you to my colleagues.

2. It's a pleasure to meet you.

　Thank you for inviting me.

　It's an honor to meet you.

　I've heard a lot about you.

3. Your Japanese is excellent!

　I didn't know you speak Japanese!

　I'm very impressed!

　What a surprise! You can speak Japanese!
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Questions

1. Have you ever met someone and you couldn't remember 　

　　his/her name? What did you do?

2. What kind of interesting facts can you tell about yourself?

Expressions

You and your partner are at an international conference. It's your third time 

attending so you know some of the fellow-delegates. The business cards below are 

theirs. Use the information below and practice introducing new people. Have a 

conversation and introduce each person to your partner. 

 

 

 

Take A Break

●When you introduce someone, say more than just the person's name and job

title. Introduce people with interesting facts about them. For example: "This is my 

associate Joe. He just came back from Florida." This will lead to a smooth 

conversation piece.

Any other tip? ____________________________________

______________________________________________

Exercise
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Exercise
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Questions

1. What is the importance of making revisions in a contract?

2.  In your point of view, would you sacrifice the quality of a 

    product to meet your budget? Why?

3. Have you ever experience making last-minute changes? Tell 

    me about it.

Expressions

1. I didn't expect your call this early.

-I wasn't expecting you call at this time.

-I am surprised you called this early.

2. I'll look at the changes closely to match your 

standard requirements.

-I'll check out the changes to meet you requirements.

-I'll study it carefully to maintain your standards.

3. Your proposal is a little way out of our budget 

maybe......

- The proposal is a little expensive maybe....

- Your business proposal exceeds our budget maybe 

....
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Questions

1. Have you ever met someone and you couldn't remember 　

　　his/her name? What did you do?

2. What kind of interesting facts can you tell about yourself?

Expressions

Situation 1

You are to update your third-party contractor about the revisions about his 

business proposal for your department's new project.  Talk with your partner 

(teacher) about these following revisions:

a. Standard safety measures

b. Exceeds the budget 

Situation 2

You are the third-party contractor assigned to a new project to redecorate the 

building lobby of aim-talk Inc. The client's goal is to create a student friendly 

waiting area with an elegant look but you need to follow a budget of Y400,000.  

List down the furniture you would like to put to redecorate the lobby. Base the price 

according to what's in the market nowadays.

Exercise
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Questions

1. What is the importance of making revisions in a contract?

2.  In your point of view, would you sacrifice the quality of a 

    product to meet your budget? Why?

3. Have you ever experience making last-minute changes? Tell 

    me about it.

Expressions
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-I wasn't expecting you call at this time.

-I am surprised you called this early.

2. I'll look at the changes closely to match your 

standard requirements.

-I'll check out the changes to meet you requirements.

-I'll study it carefully to maintain your standards.

3. Your proposal is a little way out of our budget 
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- The proposal is a little expensive maybe....

- Your business proposal exceeds our budget maybe 

....

TAKE A BREAK 

• A contractor is a third-party company who contracts 

to furnish supplies or perform work at a certain price or rate. 

• Revisions are important to meet other parties (each company 

involved) requirements and needs. 

      　Budgets should be followed without sacrificing quality over affordability.
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